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“Giving money and power to
government is like giving whiskey
and car keys to teenage boys. ”
~P. J. ORourken

Google
Research
By Elizabeth Hartwick
~ Guest Writer ~

I know, I know. You’re out
there on Google and you
think you’re finding what you
want. You think everything’s
good, everything’s fine then
BAM! There’s that damn
gorilla with your video you
need to return… yesterday!!
Not only that, but he stole
your cookies and he’s going
to show them to your boss.
Sure, you may think that’d
be a great thing because
your cookies are legendary.
People come from far and
wide to sample those dainty
delights, but not today. This
batch of cookies would
make Cheech cry in the
illegal glory of it. Your boss
will surely not be pleased.
Now, that damnable monkey
shoves one of these
collected cookies into your
mouth and forces you to
masticate. You should know
right now that you have hit
...see Google on back

A Guide to Getting that
Puppy in the Window
Nick Nelson ~ Daily Bull

Everyone loves dogs (except for
people that hate dogs and kitten-huffing
addicts). Dogs are the ruling species on
Earth, a fact ignored by most people.
If you don’t believe me, then why are
there laws in place that tell you to pick
your dog’s crap up off the street or
grass? Why do you (or, more likely,
your parents) work day in and day out
to pay for your dog’s health care and
food while it stays at home mutilating
your belongings through various fanged
appendages and excremental orifices?
It’s obvious truth that dogs are our
commanders. Since you undoubtedly
crave a dog in your life by now (if you
don’t already have one), there are some
facts you may want to know before
you purchase that cute puppy in the
window.

population by murdering children in
their sleep, maintaining cat population
(which also effectively lowers kittenhuffing-related accidents, according to
government surveys), personal enjoyment for fecalphiliacs and water sports
hobbyists, spreading rabies, penis size
compensation, keeping the police carpet cleaning businesses in existence,
taking all the fun out of blind people,
and homework procrastination excuses.
Dogs are also occasionally used in bestiality porn, an unsettling, but prominent
part of the pornography industry (the
coolest industry ever, according to 3
out of 4 Michigan Tech students).

If you’ve ever taken a science class at
Tech with a lab component, then you
should be familiar with some of the
warning symbols used to caution poIf not for kibble, snausages, and beggin’ tential slaves (I mean buyers) about their
strips, dogs would instantly eat all of our purchase’s dangers. The following are
faces. Dogs are at least 10 times smarter some common symbol labels:
than Stephen Hawking and know that
killing humans would mean an end to Flammable: dogs with low boiling
these obscenely overprocessed yet points
delicious meat-flavored snacks. As long
as humans keep making this type of dog Oxidizing: dogs that react exothermicurrency, we will continue to find a use cally with other substances
...see Puppy on back
for the dog, including: maintaining world

Arrrr Matey, I be sendin’ meself to Davy Jones’
Locker for forgettin’ Talk-Like-a-Pirate Day....arrr”

How To...Find God
By Melissa Masucci ~ Daily Bull

The age-old question, asked by
the religious and non-religious alike,
since the Jews invented monotheism way back when, has always
been “How do I find God?” Generally this question is interpreted on
a figurative level, and people are
instructed on how to find proof of
God’s existence by means of looking at his/her creations.

searching techniques. What I mean
by this is simply: God’s probably
not under that rock (even the Rock
of Gibraltar, folks), or behind that
tree, or even in the household of
the most Uber-Christian Conservative family in the United States, but
look anyway. Go through all of
the obvious places that even a six
year old playing Hide and Go Seek
would know to check, just so you
It is generally this method that cre- can count them out later on.
ates Agnostics, the people who
want to believe but want better 2. Be ready to discard whatever
proof than simple sayings like “But existing notions you may have
look at the stars and how immensely of the nature of God. We don’t
complicated it all is!” can bring. know what God looks like, so we
Agnostics want tangible proof of don’t necessarily know him/her as
God – and this article is going to soon as we see them. So be open
bring that to you, by giving you all to the fact that God could come
the tools and ideas you need to go to you in the form of a young adult
out and find God for yourself.
just out of their angsty teen years,
or a ginormous goldfish you’ve had
1. He/she may be hiding in plain for like seven years that survived
...see How To on back
sight, so exhaust all elementary

...Puppy from front

Explosive: dogs that explode
Toxic: dogs that can cause health
complications
Corrosive: dogs that destroy living
tissue on contact
Hazardous to the Environment:
dogs that present some danger to
the environment (especially trees
and fish)

Pit Bull: the sweetest of all the dogs, see you, cookie in mouth, drooling
but has an appetite for the gamey on the bed, with pictures of porn
meat of human children
on the search engine? There are
far better ways to die, I’m sure, but
Pomeranians: can live off pomegran- that’s another article entirely.
ates until turned into pom-poms
I’ll get off my soapbox now, but I just
Chihuahuas: a rare breed that can want you all to know, I love you. I
only be found peddling fake Mexican may never see you, I may never talk
food to Americans or in Paris Hilton(’s to you, I may never wink at you and
handbags)
I may never make sweet, sweet love
to you, mmm…but I love you.
Puppies (generic): huge amount
of fun until they excrete waste all Drop the mouse.
over your stuff; also good as various
makeshift sports equipment

You may also want to take into consideration the species of dog you
would like to have around. This may
Hopefully you have a fair understandinclude, but is not limited to:
ing of dogs by now. Go get one
Poodles: dog counterpart to the before we run out of treats and the
human race ends!
human bi-curious metrosexual
Huskies: interesting and intelligent,
but typically unattractive

...Google from front

the automatic loosing sequence, but
Sheep Dog: can entertain itself by your heart will be assured as you
trying to herd itself for infinity
see the great ape grow and expand.
The gorilla now towers above in a
purple hue. His newly radioactive
aura strikes fear into your heart and
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you know that this radiation would
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Mark Cruth
not make you cool like spider man,
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but cool like Hirotaka Sozuoki or
David Olson
Exlax
Scott Nelson
Dan Adler, Katie Becker, Mark Cruth, Aleksandar Dimitrijeski, John
Chernobyl. Dead cool. Completed
Earnst, Joel Fox, Carrie Graul, Eric Greenwald, Alyse Heikkinen,
Gandhi Jagasia, Tim Jayne, Nick Jimenez, David Klemens, Ken Koers,
cool. Good luck saying goodbye to
Tim Kotula, Andrew Kulie, Nic Leatherman, Nicole Lopez, Daniel
Maher, Melissa S. Masucci, Eric McCormick, Andrew McInnes, Nick
Nelson, Scott Nelson, John Pastore, Chris Schanz, Ross Schneider,
the wife and kids! That ape has your
Bryan Sebeck, Paul Smith, Robert Smith, Justin Tetreau, Jack
Thorp, Brittany Verlench, Heather Vingsness, Shawna Welsh, Sarah
alpaca and it’s sure to rape its STDs
Woodburn, And Fat Joe
like a mofo.
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The Only Girl
at Tech
By Sarah “Teeze” Amlotte
~ Guest Writer ~

The other day I was talking to a
male friend of mine about what
it would be like to be the only
girl on campus and how it would
rock. So, in EC3400 I decided to
write the following article about
what I would do and not do if
this were the case:

- All skirts and shorts in my wardrobe
would be burned. Who do I have to
compete with? Jeans and BDU (cam
military issue pants for you civilians)
would be my staple.

supposedly created the universe;
you’d have to be pretty smart for that.
Perhaps one day you’ll find God at
the library perusing the “Do It Yourself”
section.

- I would run for as many organization
leadership positions as I could. This
would make it easier to control the guys
here and teach them how a girl would
like to be treated.

5. Choose a person of faith. Don’t
let your previous experience with the
“super religious type” scare you away.
Perhaps they’re like that for a reason
– see if they know where God is!

- My food bill would greatly decrease, 6. Speak to God. If you’re not afraid
as I would have a date every night of of looking momentarily foolish out in
the week.
public, walk around yelling his name
and “Wussup?’s” to him/her wherever
- I would also get a bodyguard. I may you are. If and when you receive an
even hire the jui jitsu and karate clubs answer, fantastic! Just be sure to sort
for this position. Or I would hire my out the loonies from the ones that might
new friends Big Nick and Jarrell because actually be God.
they rock. This of course would be for
my own safety, being the only girl on If all else fails and you’ve exhausted
campus and all…
all of the above ideas, go back to
your local library and check out the
- I wouldn’t have to go by nickname. book “The Idiot’s Guide to CreatDo any of you know how many Sarah’s ing a Universe” and read the About
are on this campus? At least 51 (I just the Author information inside the
Stalkerneted the name Sara).
back cover. That’ll definitely get you
somewhere.
All in all, I would enjoy being the only girl
on campus. I would never be bored,
would always have a study partner and
well, have a ton of fun.

- I would stop wearing make up. It
is a fact that most girls would not
wear make-up if it weren’t for other
...How To from front
girls. We don’t wear it to impress
guys, but to impress other females. famine, electrocutions and cannibalTherefore, no other girls = no waking ism. You never know.
up early to cover my face in goop
3. Be ready to look outside of reYou thought you were looking up and powder.
ligion. It is not necessary to go to
Vaporeon, the aquatic Pokemon,
but no, you were looking up your - I would demand to join the men’s church or other place of worship
own despair, destruction and broomball team, because I am ba- to find God. Everyone knows God
hangs out more at arcades that have
trauma. Put that little mouse clicker dass (not really, I just like to play).
Skee-Ball than at churches, anyway.
aside and drop that tab and enter
key. Think about this long and hard - I would still shave my legs. Some
before you do anything rash. How girls would say they wouldn’t, but 4. Look at your local library. God’s
an intelligent sort – I mean, heck, he/she
will your loved one react when they that is just gross.

